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How does IPD work

- The cost to register for IPD is £160.00.

- Once you have registered for IPD online account will be activated within 24 hours.

Member has up to 2 years to complete the assessment process.

- Skills Development Portfolio (SDP) and/or the Electronic Open assessment exam 

(EOA)

- CPD audit

- Peer Review Interview

The process you complete through the IPD process will depend on the qualification 

you have completed to become a Graduate member.

Initial Professional Development



Why become a Chartered member?

- Businesses, employers and recruitment consultants look for professionals with 

CMIOSH status.

- Employers know that when they work with a Chartered Safety and Health 

Practitioner they’re dealing with someone who is at the top of their profession.

- Chartered status will help you:

- Improve your ability to influence decision-makers

- Work on an equal footing with other professionals

- Increase your future employability



IPD process

- Evidence- based assessment process similar to an NVQ

- Produced online via MYIOSH-MYIPD

- Members choose seven criteria from the five elements

- Members upload evidence of their work electronically

- System will provide guidance on minimum requirements

- Evidence can go back up to two years

Skills Development portfolio



IPD process

- Each criterion requires:

- An outline or summary of proposed 

work and intended outcomes

- An activity log

- Indexed evidence

- A reflective account

- Criteria can be submitted 

individually

- Two to three weeks for 

assessment.

Skills Development portfolio



IPD process

- You must register for the exam date you require

- The EOA runs each month, apart from the following months;

- April

- June

- December

- The exam period  is 14 days – you will have 7 days to complete the exam

- Two parts to the exam

- Part A – 48 multiple choice questions marked online, 3 hours to complete the 

exam

- Part B – two scenario-based questions 700 word count on each question marked 

by an examiner

Electronic Open assessment exam



IPD process

- If you pass Part A you can attempt Part B

- If you fail Part A, you must re-register and try Part A again

- If you fail Part B, you must re-register but you do not have to re-take Part A again

- Maximum of four attempts will be allowed

Electronic Open assessment exam



IPD process
Final stages to becoming a Chartered member

One you have completed the IPD process and passed the CPD audit you will be 

invited to complete the Peer Review interview.

- Final part of the IPD assessment process

- Scheduled at various locations 

- Video conference option for overseas members

- £80 fee for Grange; £95 for external venue

- PowerPoint presentation – 10 minutes.



IPD process
Peer Review Interviews 

Venues for Peer Review interview

- Bristol

- Cardiff

- Edinburgh

- Glasgow

- Leicester –IOSH HQ

- London

- Manchester

- Newcastle

- Dublin



IPD process
Peer Review Interviews for International members

Video – Conferencing for all above countries



IPD process
Final stages to becoming a Chartered member

Preparation for the Peer review interview

- Provide presentation and record of employment 

- Familiarise yourself with the IPD process 

- Ensure you know the 4 keys area’s of the IOSH Code of conduct

- Be aware of the importance of your CPD

- Remember this is your interview…I NOT we

- Core questions are not available before the interview

- No notes are permitted during the interview



IPD process
The Peer Review Interview

- Interviewed by a panel of CMIOSH/CFIOSH volunteers.

- Interview lasts 45-60 minutes.

- Outcome within 21 days.

- If successful, transferred to CMIOSH.

- If unsuccessful, feedback provided and re-interview required.



Thank you

Any questions?

Contact the Membership Team:

+44 116 2573198

membership@iosh.com


